Projection of a cutaneous nerve to the spinal cord of the pigeon. II. Responses of dorsal horn neurons.
The responses of dorsal horn neurons to both electrical stimulation of a cutaneous nerve and natural stimulation of skin receptors have been studied in an avian species, the pigeon. Neurons located in either lamina I or lamina IV were recorded. Most lamina IV neurons had short-latency responses to electrical stimulation of a cutaneous nerve and were activated by stimulation of sensitive mechanoreceptors. This points to an input from mechanoreceptors innervated by large afferent fibers. Lamina I neurons which were usually located near the entrance zone of small fibers had longer latency responses and had often an input from several groups of afferent fibers including C-fibers. Many lamina I neurons were activated specifically by noxious stimulation. Some had an input from sensitive mechanoreceptors but possibly through an additional synapse. A few lamina I neurons responded specifically to activation of cold receptors. Some dorsal horn neurons showed segmental inhibition. Altogether, the characteristics of dorsal horn neurons in the pigeon studied so far were similar to those in mammalian species.